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3
Starter and Module (1)
Underline the correct words between brackets:

1 - (Where - Who - What) are you from? well I'm from the USA.
2 - Oh, hi! I'm Edward White and this is Lia. Nice to (visit you - meet you
  - follow you).
3 - This(is - are - am) a picture of my family. Look at (ours - us - them).
4 - This is my sister. (His - It - Her) name is Mary.
5 - These are my uncles (daughters - sons - sisters).
  (It - Them - They) are called Peter and James.
6 - Look at (I - She - me) in this photo! I am in the garden with
  (her - his - my) dog.
7 - (What - Where - When)'s your birthday? It's in Mach.
8 - (What - Where - When) nationality are you? I'm Spanish.
9 - (Whose - How - What) old are Sandra and Tom? They're seven today
10 - (Whose - How - Who) is he? He's Oscar White.
11 - (How - What - Whose) pencil is this? It's Tom's.
12 - Mr. White has got two (child - childrens - children).
13 - There are twelve (men - man - mens) and one (women - woman -
  woman's).
14 - Look at your (foot - feet - feets)! They're dirty.
15 - I always (make - do - does) my homework after dinner.
16 - She (do - have - has) a shower every night.
17 - I always go to school by (foot - rollerblades - car).
18 - Ahmed always (going - goes - go) to school on his (car - taxi -
  rollerblades).
19 - My aunt always travels to Alex by (school bus - bike - train).
20 - I usually go to school on my (car - bus - bike) but sometimes I go by
  (bus - foot - school bus)
21- Mary always makes the (washing up - dressed - bed) before she goes school.
22- (Does - Did - Do) she go shopping on Saturday? Yes, she (doesn't - does - do).
23- She usually (have - having - has) an English lesson on Mondays.
24- (Are - Does - Do) you often play golf? No, I( am not - do not - does not).
25- Sarah can (riding - rides - ride) a horse.
26- She gets dressed (while - before - after) she has a shower.
27- What time (does - is - do) the film start?
28- Mary and Tom (doesn't - don't - aren't) like milk.
29- Sarah (going - goes - go) shopping on Fridays.
30- We always (playing - play - plays) tennis on Mondays.
31- He doesn't usually (take - takes - taking).
32- (Do - Does - Are) you often watch TV at night? Yes, I do.
33- I (always - often - never) go jogging in the afternoon.
   What about you?
34- Jack Michaels is my favourite (actor - player - singer). He can jump like a kangaroo!
35- Do you want anything from the supermarket? I'm going (washing up - shopping - jogging).
36- Let's (do - go make) bowling this Sunday!
37- Baseball is one of the USA's (national - tradition - boring) sports.
38- The game (lasts - stops - begins) at 6 o'clock.
39- Let's (get - make - do) dressed and go out to play!
40- She doesn't like soccer she thinks it's (boring - interesting - exciting).
41 Jane wants to be a tennis player, so she (goes - trains - does) every day.
42- Tim (catches - holds - waits) the bus to work every morning.
43- I (do - go - want) hang-gliding on Saturdays.
44- Brian (has - have - plays) golf at the weekend.
45- I really like Art! I think it's really (interesting - excited - boring).
46- I can't come to the phone now! I'm doing the (washing-up - shopping - jogging).
47- I like listening to (living - traditional - real) Scottish music.
48- Adam (making - make - makes) his bed in the morning.
49- I have breakfast (before - after - while) I get up.
50- My cousins (watching - watches - watch) TV in the evening.
51- (Are - Do - Is) you often go shopping?
52- The film (finishing - finish - finishes) at ten.
53- (Does - Do - Is) Gary play tennis?
54- Emily can't (dancing - dances - dance).
55- Sara (does - doesn't - do) sleep in the afternoon.
56- What time (is - do - does) the lesson start?
57- How long does the concert (lasts - last - lasting)?
58- Mona makes the (bath - washing-up - bed) every day.
59- They go (tennis - golf - bowling) today.
60- They have a delicious (swimming - meal - shopping) on Monday.
61- Becky can't dance. She (can - can't - does) sing either.
62- (Can - Can't - Could) you sing? No, I can't.
63- Sam can jump. He (can't - could - can) swim, too.
64- Ahmed usually does his homework (before - after - While) he has his supper.
65- I always (has - have - does) breakfast (after - before - while) I have a shower.
66- Mona always (brushing - brush - brushes) her teeth (before - after - while) she goes to bed.
67- Omar sometimes (watches - watch - watching) TV (after - while - before) he does his homework.
68- We usually (going - goes - go) to the club (before - while - after) we finish our homework.
69- Peter (can - can't - does) play the piano but he can speak French.
70- You can (take - play - make) fencing lessons three times a week.
71- Sarah likes to join the (golf - drama - fencing) group, she likes watching plays.
72- Do you like bowling? Yes, I think it's (awful - dangerous - great).
Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1. These are some grey oxen. (is)

2. The children are playing in the playground. (A child)

3. We see a sheep on the farm. (some)

4. They are from England. (He)

5. We have got a house in London. (She)

6. My grandmother is sitting next to .................. I am so happy. (Complete with a possessive pronoun)

7. Sarah helps her mother in the kitchen. (Who)

8. I am watching TV. now. (What)

9. They are eating their lunch. (What)

10. It’s Mary’s radio. (Whose)

11. I get up at 7:30. (When)

12. They go to school by bus. (How)
13- She is crying because she hurts her leg. (Why)

14- Oscar goes to school every morning. (Where)

15- Mr. Finlay is very friendly and helpful! (Ask)

16- Has Carmen got curly dark hair? (Yes)

17- Kamal has got short ......................... hair and ................. eyes.

18- Oscar has got short fair ....................... and blue .................

19- My pet has got eight long hair legs. (How many)

20- Mr. Green has got a red car. (My parents)

21- He sometimes does the washing up. (They)

22- What time does he finish work? (He)

23- Do you go to the cinema on Friday? (usually)

24- I brush my teeth every day. (Carmen)
25- Sometimes they eat at a restaurant.  
( She )

26- He doesn't visit his grandparents.  
( often )

27- Kamal always goes to school by car.  
( bike )

28-Lia likes to walk to school, she goes to school ....................... ( Complete )

29- Yes, Jack does his homework every day.  
( Does )

30- No, Sarah doesn't wash the dishes.  
( Does )

31- Yes, they often go to club on foot.  
( Do )

32- The match starts at 6:00.  
( When )

33- Oscar has got two tickets for the basketball match.  
( How )

34- Can you drive a car?  
( No)

35- No, he can't fly a helicopter.  
( Can.........?)

36- They go to the club every week.  
( Where.....?)
37- Yes, she plays tennis every Monday.  (Does......?)

38- Kamal goes to school on his rollerblades.  (not)

39- They catch the bus early every day.  (Maha)

40- Oscar gets up at 7 o'clock every day.  (not)

41- Lia does the washing-up every night.  (not)

42- Yes, Carmen makes her bed.  (Does)

43- Oscar and Lia go ice skating after the game.  (not)

44- The basketball game starts at 7:30.  (When.........?)

45- No, we can't go bowling after the game.  (Can)

46- She washes her hands. She is going to eat.  (before)

47- I like to take photos in my free time.  (What.........?)
A – Vocabulary and Structure

I - Underline the correct word(s) in brackets:

1. (What - Where - When)’s Lia’s birthday? It’s in April.

2. This is my friend. (Her - It - Their) name is Sally.

3. I always go to school by (foot - plane - car).

4. There are some (mouse - mousses - mice) in the box.

5. She goes (washing-up - dressed - shopping) every Friday.

6. Carmen (brushing - brush - brushes) her teeth every night.

7. Sumo Wrestling is one of the (martial arts - ice skating - Scuba diving). It’s the national sport of Japan.

8. I always have breakfast (after - and - before) I go to school.

II - Supply the missing letters:

b • wling
fe • cing

III - Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1. There are five oxen on the farm. (is)

   ____________________________________________
2 - Yes, he can fly a helicopter. 

3 - Yes, Brad goes Scuba diving.

4 - The match starts at 8:00.

B – Language Functions

V - Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:

Michael: Hi! ............................................................................................. ?
Jilly: I get up at 7:30
Michael: ...................................................................................................... ?
Jilly: I like to go ice skating in my free time.
Michael: Is it dangerous?
Jilly: No, ............................................................................................. .

C - Reading Comprehension

V - Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

Oscar has got a pet dog called Rocky. Rocky usually sleeps under Oscar’s bed. Every day, Oscar takes Rocky for a walk in the park. Rocky loves playing soccer with Oscar! Oscar’s brother, Charlie has got a pet seal. She’s called Sally. Rocky and Sally often play together. They are friends. Rocky’s favourite food is carrots! Rocky often goes with Oscar to the green grocer’s. He likes it there, because there are lots of carrots. He usually carries one home in his mouth. He’s very funny!

A - Answer the following:

1 - What is Rocky’s favourite food?

2 - Where do Oscar and Rocky often go?
B - Choose the correct answer:

3 - Sally is a .................
   a- Oscar’s brother       b - Pet seal       c - Pet dog

4 - Rocky likes to go to the greengrocer’s to eat ......................
   a- fruit              b - vegetables       c - chocolate

D - Pictorial Composition
VI - Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

1 - today - scuba - diving - club
---------------------------------------

2 - take - fencing
-------------------

3 - go - bowling
---------------------------------------

4 - Then - ice - skating
------------------------
E – The Link Reader : "Dan Tries to Help"

VII - A - Answer the following questions:

1 - Why couldn’t Aunt Rose look after Dan?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - What can Dan do in the hotel?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Complete the following sentences:

1 - Dan’s favourite food are ................................... , ..................................... .

2 - Dan’s Dad is the ................................. of the ................................ .

F – Handwriting

VII - Copy the following sentence in your best handwriting:

The darkest hour is that before dawn .
Module (2)

Underline the correct word(s) in brackets:

1. Let’s (make – do – need) the biscuits.
2. I don’t eat meat, I’m (librarian – vegetarian – meat-eater).
3. He writes fine poems, he is a famous (poet – writer – doctor).
4. He (makes – does – plays) his H.W every day.
5. How (some – many – much) flour do you need?
6. Lettuce is a kind of (fruit – meat – vegetables).
7. They want to eat (cooking oil – juice – beef).
8. Is there (some – any – many) water in the bottle?
9. There are (much – some – any) pink flowers in the basket.
10. Have you got (much – some – any) trees in your garden?
11. Has he got (some – many – any) money?
12. Are there (no – any – some) sandwiches in the fridge?
13. There are (any – no – much) oranges in the bag.
14. There is (any – no – many) butter on the table.
15. We don’t need (much – many – some) strawberries for the fruit salad.
16. How (much – many – some) cheese do we need?
17. There are a (little – few – any) tomatoes in the fridge.
18. There is (many – a lot of – much) food in our fridge.
19. She has got (a lot of – much – any) toys in her room.
20. We need a (few – little – much) turnips.
21. How (much – many – a lot) people can you see?
22. Is there (any – some – many) sugar in the cupboard?
23. There is (a few – a little – many) milk in my tea, I need more.
25. Next Friday, we (having – have – are having) a party.
26. She (goes – go – is going) swimming this morning.
27. We are (celebrate – celebrating – celebration) the mother’s Day on 21st March.
28. This evening, mum (am – is – are) preparing a lot of delicious food.
30. What (can - would - have) you like to eat?
31. Listen, the birds (sing - is singing - are singing).
32. You can (mash - boil - pour) the potatoes with a fork.
33. (Mix - Peel - Boil) the bananas before eating it.
34. Do you like your chicken (grilled - mashed - poured).
35. Please (peel - chop - mix) the onions into small pieces.
36. You (should - shouldn't - can't) wash your hands before you eat.
37. We (should - shouldn’t - are) eat a lot of sweets.
38. I (am - should - shouldn't) go to bed early.
39. They (should - shouldn't - are) join a gym.
40. Everyone is (have - having - had) a great time.
41. Peel the onions first, then (chop - put - mix) them.
42. They (should - are - shouldn’t) drink a lot of coffee.
43. We haven't got (no - any - some) beef.
44. There are (a few - a little - any) potatoes in the bag.
45. There is a (price - prize - prince) for the best singer.
46. At the jewels shop, you can buy (toys - books - jewellery).
47. She likes cakes. She thinks they're (boring - exciting - delicious).
48. Girls usually (wear - wears - are wearing) skirts.
49. I never (draw - draws - drawing) on walls.
50. My sister always (brush - brushes - brushing) her teeth 3 times a day.
51. Boys (play - plays - playing) soccer, but girls (like - likes - liked) to play with dolls.
52. We get meat from (blankets - buffaloes - tortoise).
53. Mahshe is an Egyptian (colourful - traditional - magic) food.
54. In Indian Festivals, people wear colourful (dances - races - costumes).
55. I like to watch magic (tricks - fireworks - horse riding) on TV.
56. We light (fireworks - blankets - jewellery) when we celebrate the new year.
57. When it's cold, we put (mustard - blankets - French Fries) on bed.
58. The tomatina is the world's biggest (firework display - food fight - lorry).
59. Is there anything to eat, I'm (thirsty - tired - starving).
60. Vegetarians don't eat (lettuce - pepper - lamb).
61. Would you like some spaghetti? No, thanks (I'm full - that looks delicious - I love it).
62. I like listening to (live - life - healthy) music.
63. We buy green peppers at the (butcher's - theatre - greengrocer's).
Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:
Correct the verb

1 - My mother ( clean ) our house now.

2 - Today , I ( visit ) my grandpa.

3 - Sami ( play ) football tomorrow morning.

4 - Heba and Rania ( watch ) TV now.

5 - Look , Ali ( climb ) the tree.

6 - Listen , the baby ( cry ).

7 - I ( eat ) spaghetti now.

8 - What we ( eat ) tomorrow ?

9 - I ( make ) biscuits this morning.

10- This evening , Abou Trika ( play ) a football match.
Use (some – any – no)

1 - There is ......................... milk in the glass. I need some.

2 - Is there ....................... flour in the cupboard?

3 - There isn’t ...................... milk in my tea.

4 - There is ......................... butter on the table, we need more.

5 - There aren’t ....................... oranges in my bag.

(a lot of – much – many)

1 - We need ......................... cherries for the pies.

2 - How ......................... apples do we need?

3 - We don’t need ....................... milk.

4 - How ......................... money do you need?

5 - There are ......................... buffaloes on the farm.

Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1 - There are some fish in the pond.

( no )

2 - There are some strawberries in my pie.

( any )

3 - No, there aren’t any flowers in the basket.

(Are there )

4 - There are some toys in the shop.

( not )
5 - There is some juice in the glass. (not)

6 - Are there any chairs in your classroom? (Yes)

7 - I have got some pencils. (Have you ........)

8 - I can't hear any music. (no)

9 - There aren't any books in my bag. (no)

10 - Has she got any gloves? (some)

(should – shouldn’t)
1 - You.......................... obey your parent.

2 - You.......................... listen and read Qur'an.

3 - Mona.......................... tidy up her room.

4 - Ali............................. throw rubbish on the floor.

5 - You.......................... pray 5 times a day.

6 - In the classroom, you.......................... fight with your friends.

7 - He.......................... speak loudly in the class.

8 - You.......................... wear heavy clothes in winter.

9 - She.......................... eat too much chocolate.

10 - Babies.......................... drink coke.
Put (a few – a little)

1 - There are ....................... girls in the playground.

2 - There is ......................... orange juice in the bottle.

3 - I have ......................... money in my pocket.

4 - My mother has ................ friends.

5 - In my closet, I have ......................... dresses.

6 - There is ......................... sugar in my tea.

7 - There is ......................... chocolate in my cake.

8 - I need more books, I have only ..........................

9 - There are ......................... bikes in the bike shop.

10 - It didn't rain heavily, there is ......................... rain.

Correct the verb:

1 - We (go) shopping on Fridays.

2 - Mona (celebrate) her birthday on 19th August.

3 - A poet (write) fine poems.

4 - My father (drive) his car to work.
5 - She ( do ) the washing up.

6 - I ( mash ) potatoes with a fork.

7 - We ( chop ) onions with a knife.

8 - A cat ( like ) drinking milk.

9 - They ( boil ) their milk.

10 - A chef ( grill ) the chicken in the oven.

Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1 - Mona plays music.
   ( Mona and Heba )

2 - There are some boys in the room.
   ( no )

3 - Ahmed shouts in the class.
   ( shouldn't )

4 - There are ten toes in my feet.
   ( How many )

5 - I am peeling the banana.
   ( What ........... )
6 - This evening, my mother (makes) a big cake.  
(We ............)

7 - There aren't any pens on the table.  
(some)

8 - There isn't much sugar in my juice.  
(a little)

9 - There aren't many blankets on my bed.  
(a few)

10 - No, there aren't any sausages in the fridge.  
(Are there)

Correct the verb:

I am (celebrate) .............. my birthday today. My mother usually  
(make) ........................ a big cake and we usually (invite) our uncles and  
aunts. This evening I (wear) my new dress and we (prepare) .....................  
delicious food. My father always (get) ....................... me a nice present and  
he always (give) ......................... a lot of money.
A – Vocabulary and Structure

I - Underline the correct word(s) in brackets:

1. There are (some - no - any) dresses in my closet, I don't know where are they.
2. I (should - shouldn't - have) play with knives.
3. We always (pray - prays - praying) 5 times a day.
4. Tomorrow morning, we (go - goes - are going) shopping in City Stars.
5. The (kite - kilt - kitten) is a traditional Scottish costume.
6. How (many - much - a few) chairs are there in the classroom?
7. We don't need (any - much - a little) apples, we have a lot.
8. He likes to eat fruit and vegetables, he is a (librarian - vegetarian - butcher).

II - Supply the missing letters:

pe l
b ffalo

III - Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1. I usually (go) to school by bus but today my father is (drive) me to school. (correct)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
2 - There is a lot of water in the bottle. (How much)

3 - No, there isn't any jam in the fridge. (some)

4 - Do your homework. (You should ...........)

B - Language Functions

V - Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:

Mona: Hi, Omar, What are you doing this evening?
Omar: .......................................................................................... .
Mona: Where are you going shopping.
Omar: In city stars.
Mona: ............................................................................................... ?
Omar: I'm going with my family.

C - Reading Comprehension

V - Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

The Taj Mahal

One of India's most famous buildings is the Taj Mahal. It stands near the river Yamuna in Agra, India. The Shah built the Taj Mahal for his beautiful wife, Mumtaz Mahal. The Shah loved his wife very much. When she died he wanted to build something beautiful to remember her by. The Taj Mahal took twenty-two years to build. They finished it in 1656. The Taj Mahal is made of white marble. Inside, there is a large room with eight sides. In the centre of this room is the tomb of Mumtaz Mahal. On the walls there is calligraphy (writing) and beautiful flower designs. The Taj Mahal is a building full of wonder and beauty. It's not just a work of art, but also a symbol of true love!

A - Answer the following:

1 - Where does Taj Mahal stand?
2 - Why did the Shah build the Taj?

B - Choose the correct answer:

3 - They finished building Taj Mahal in (sixteen sixty-five / sixteen sixty-six / sixteen fifty-six)

4 - Taj Mahal is a building full of (rooms / flowers / beauty)

D - Pictorial Composition

VI - Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

1 - potato - mash

2 - chop - onions

3 - slice - carrots

4 - pour - oil
E – The Link Reader : "Dan Tries to Help"

VII - A - Answer the following questions :

1 - Who was Mr. Grey ?
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

2 - How did Jane help Dan ?
______________________________________________________________

B - Complete the following sentences :

3 - The storeroom was full of ......................................................... .

4 - Dan can use ........................................ , do .................................., and ..................... up .

F – Handwriting

VII - Copy the following sentence in your best handwriting :

We all love our country Egypt .
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Module (3)

Underline the correct word(s) in brackets:

1. I saw a big lion, I'm so (excited – scared – quiet).
2. My father gave me a big ice cream, I'm (angry – scared – excited).
3. My aunt likes to paint and draw pictures, she is an (musician – artist – lawyer).
4. My car toy isn't working, it needs a new (moon – zip – battery).
5. I woke up late yesterday, so I (caught – missed – had) the bus.
6. I (am – was – were) born in 2004.
7. Where (were – are – was) you yesterday?
8. When (did – do – does) she go to the club?
9. She (hear – hears – heard) a loud noise yesterday.
10. Last week, we (sailed – drove – ran) in a boat.
11. My sister couldn’t (walk – walks – walked) when she was young.
13. I (see – saw – seen) a scary movie last night.
14. (Can – Could – Do) you play the guitar when you were six?
15. Yesterday morning, I (ride – rode – rides) my bike to school.
16. Does Vinci (draw – draws – drew) a lot of paintings?
17. I got up late because I (don’t – doesn’t – didn’t) hear the alarm.
18. My grandpa (was – were – be) a kind man.
19. (Telescope – thermometer – electric heater) was used for measuring the temperature.
20. Telescope is (use – used – using) for looking at the stars.
21. (Do – Does – Did) he go to the cinema last night?
22. When I was young, I (use – used – using) to live in Alex, but now I (lived – live – living) in Cairo.
23. Planes are (faster – fastest – fast) than trains.
24. Mona got 10%10, she is the (good – better – best).
25. Cars are (more – most – than) expensive than bikes.
27- The children shouted (noise - noisily - noisy).
28- The (long - longer - longest) railway in the world is in Russia.
29- My grandma has a lot of paintings at her (washing machine - antique shop - printing press).
30- We use the printing press for (print - printing - printed) books.
31- Elephants are (big - bigger - biggest) than horses.
32- Lions are stronger (the - more - than) goats.
33- Arts are the (small - smaller - smallest) creatures.
34- Last year, Ali was good, but now he (is - was - were) netter.
35- Tamer Hosni is the most (dangerous - popular - comfortable) singer in Egypt.
36- Ahmed Helmi is a famous (lawyer - actor - sailor).
37- No, Jane (doesn't - don't - didn't) do the washing up, she (make - makes - made) her bed yesterday.
38- I hate spiders, I (scream - smite - miss) whenever I see them.
39- What did you (have - has - had) for breakfast?
40- When did you wash your car? I (wash - washed - washing) it an hour ago.
41- She did her homework, (then - as - suddenly) she went to bed.
42- I was watching TV, (then - as - suddenly) the light went off. I was so sad.
43- I phoned my parents, (then - as soon as - suddenly) I arrived home.
44- (As - Then - Suddenly) I walked into the room, I saw my cat sleeping on my bed.
45- (Before - When - Then) I saw the lion, I ran.
46- (Then - Before - Finally) I go to school, I have my breakfast.
47- I can't play basketball very (good - well - quick).
48- A lot of musicians played music in the (concert - supermarket - school).
49- I watch plays in the (cinema - theatre - concert).
50- How did he run? He ran (quick - quickly - quickest).

Correct the verb:

1 - Yesterday, my father (be) ill.

2 - The girl (be) at home with her friends last night.
3 - The monkeys (be) funny when they ate the bananas.

4 - (Be) you absent yesterday?

5 - Where (be) he born?

6 - Last week, I (feel) tired.

7 - Yesterday, my parents (hear) a nice song.

8 - Tom (spend) a lot of money last month.

9 - My brother (can) crawl when he was a baby.

10 - Yesterday, the students (know) the answers.

Put used to or used for:

1 - I ........................................ live in London.

2 - Mona ................................... hide her father’s shoes under the bed.

3 - Abo Treaka ............................. play soccer when he was young.

4 - The washing machine is .......................... washing clothes.

5 - The Electric heater is ............................ keeping houses warm.
6 - When we were young, we ......................... cry a lot.

7 - Cameras are .................................. taking photos.

8 - When I was young, I .......................... walk to school, but now buses are ................................. driving students to schools.

9 - I ............................... be scared of dogs when I was 5 years old.

10 - Phones are ................................. connecting people.

Correct:

1 - Lions are (fast) than dogs.

2 - Elephants are (big) than hippos.

3 - A spider is (small) than lizard.

4 - Tigers are (dangerous) than goats.

5 - Nancy Agram is (famous) than Sherin.

6 - Winter is (good) than summer.

7 - Playing baseball is (bad) than playing football.
8 - The Nile River is ( long ) river in the world.

9 - Planes are ( fast ) means of transportation.

10 - Elvis Presley was ( famous ) singer in America.

Use (as – as soon as – suddenly – when – first – finally – then):

1 - I was in bed .................................. I heard a noise.

2 - ......................... I went out , it rained.

3 - She did the washing up , ................................ she had a shower.

4 - ............................ I saw the spider , I screamed.

5 - ................................. I finished my homework , watched TV.

6 - ................................. I wash my hands , then I start eating.

Do as shown:

1 - Tigers are quick animals. .............................................. ( quickly )

2 - Dima Bashar is a good singer. ........................................ ( well )

3 - Birds sing in a beautiful way. ........................................ ( beautifully )

4 - In the class , students are quiet. ..................................... ( quietly )
5 - A tortoise is a slow animal.
   (moves)

6 - The test was very easy.
   (We answered ......)

7 - Be gentle when you close the door.
   (gently)

8 - I was late for school.
   (I arrived ........)

9 - Teachers are hard working.
   (hard)

10 - Lions are fast animals.
     (They run ...........)
6 - Yes, he fell off his bike an hour ago. (Did ...............)

7 - No, Ahmed wasn't tired. (was)

8 - Diamond is more expensive than gold. (the most)

9 - Can you ride a bike? (two years ago)

10 - Ten years ago, I lived in Alex. (used to)

11 - He came home by taxi. (not)
A – Vocabulary and Structure

I - Underline the correct word(s) in brackets:

1. I (am - was - is) short when I was in primary two.
2. He woke up (early - late - good), he missed the bus.
3. Five years ago, Mona (can - could - can't) speak French.
4. I couldn't complete watching the film, I was so (excited - bored - happy).
5. Telescope is used (to - for - in) looking at the starts.
6. Where did you (go - went - going) last night?
7. (Artists - Actors - Musicians) play drums.

II - Supply the missing letters:

1) la.yer
2) bat.ery

III - Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets:

1. Omar sings in the concert. (yesterday)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
2 - Rania speaks in a polite way .

( politely )

3 - Cameras are very important .

( used for )

4 - Whales are heavier than dolphins .

( the heaviest )

B – Language Functions

V - Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue :

Carmen : Hi , Where were you last night ?
Lia        : .......................................................................................... .
Carmen : Did you go to the cinema alone .
Lia        : No, ................................................................................... .
Carmen : .......................................................................................... ?
Lia        : No, it was so boring .

C - Reading Comprehension

V - Read the following passage and answer the questions below :

Once upon a time , there was a young princess who lived in a large castle . She was very beautiful but she was very sad because she had no friends . One day she walked to a pond near the castle and looked into the water . A little frog jumped out of the water . It was very funny . The princess liked the frog and talked to it . She touched the frog and soon the frog was a handsome prince . They loved each other and lived happily ever after .

A - Answer the following :

1 - Where did the princess live ?
2 - Why was the princess very sad?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answer:

3 - They frog lived in the (castle - pond - ice).

4 - The princess wasn’t (young - beautiful - happy).

D - Pictorial Composition

VI - Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

yesterday - Sarah - meal

_________________________  _______________________
_________________________  _______________________

take - walk

_________________________  _______________________
_________________________  _______________________

bed

_________________________  _______________________
_________________________  _______________________

she - shopping

_________________________  _______________________
_________________________  _______________________
E – The Link Reader : "Dan Tries to Help"

VII - A - Answer the following questions:

1 - Were the pilots happy? Why?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - Do you like Jane? Why?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Complete the following sentences:

1 - Dad gave the pilots ______________________________.

2 - The pilots made ____________________________ with their napkins.

F – Handwriting

VII - Copy the following sentence in your best handwriting:

I am in grade three.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Dan Tries To Help
Dan tries to help
Chapter ( 1 )

Underline the correct words between brackets:

1 - Dan was at home and he was (worried - bored - tired).

2 - (Aunt Rose - Mum - Dad) has got a cold. She can't look after Dan.

3 - Dad was the (waiter - manager - porter) of a big hotel.

4 - Dan spilt (bubbles bath - orange juice - cooking oil) all over the kitchen floor.

5 - The chef gave Dad a (newspaper - menu - story) to look in.

Complete the following sentences:

1 - .................................. needs peace and ................................... .

2 - Mum can't look after Dan because she's going to the .........................

3 - Dan can ................................. and use the ................................. , he can ................................. up and he can ................................. up.

4 - Dan went to Dad's ................................. and he sat in a big ................................. .

5 - Dan can help tidy up the ................................. .
Write true or false and correct the false one:

1 - Dad answered the phone and he looked worried. ( )

2 - Aunt Rose is coming out of the hospital. ( )

3 - The waiter gave Dad the menu. ( )

4 - Dan spilt cooking-oil all over the kitchen floor. ( )

5 - Dan’s favourite food is cheese and rice. ( )

Answer the following questions:

1 - What did Dan do in Dad’s office?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - Why couldn’t Aunt Rose look after Dan?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - Why do you think the chef looked worried?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

4 - Why wasn’t Dan at school?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

5 - What was Dad’s job?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Chapter (2)

Write true or false and correct the false one:

1 - The chef took Dan to the kitchen. ( )
2 - Dan enjoyed sorting out the tins. ( )
3 - Jane, the waiter, came to see what was wrong. ( )
4 - The chef cleared up the mess in the kitchen. ( )
5 - Mr. Grey was the manager of the hotel. ( )

Complete the following sentences:

1 - There were sacks of ........................., bags of ......................... and boxes of ......................... in the storeroom.

2 - Dan put all the ......................... tins on the top ........................., all the ......................... sized tins on the middle shelf and the ......................... tins on the bottom shelf.

3 - There were some ......................... in the fridge, one of them was full of ..........................

4 - Dan tripped over a ......................... and fell backwards onto a big paper ..........................

5 - Jane took Dan to the ......................... to wash his clothes and she gave him a ......................... uniform.

Underline the correct words between brackets:

1 - In the corner there was a very big ( cooker - fridge - TV ).

2 - The ( oil - flour - juice ) went all over Dan.
3 - Jane put the clothes in the ( fridge - drawer - washing machine ).

4 - Dan thought that he looked very ( afraid - smart - sad ) in the waiter's uniform.

5 - Mr. Grey thought Dan was a ( waiter - cook - chef ).

Answer the following questions:

1 - What was the storeroom full of?
_______________________________________________________________

2 - Who was Jane? Do you like her? Why?
_______________________________________________________________

3 - Who was Mr. Grey?
_______________________________________________________________

4 - Where did the jam go when Dan shook his hand?
_______________________________________________________________

5 - What did Mr. Grey ask Dan to do?
_______________________________________________________________
Chapter (3)

Write true or false and correct the false one:

1 - Dan walked into the bathroom. (   )
2 - Dan brought cooking-oil from the storeroom to polish the glasses. (   )
3 - Dan rubbed the glasses with a soft cloth. (   )
4 - Dan made a paper box from the last napkin. (   )
5 - The guests were policemen. (   )

Complete the following sentences:

1 - Dan was very pleased because he tidied up the ................................... .
2 - There was a can of ............................................................ in the storeroom for polishing glasses.
3 - There was a very strong ................................................. of furniture polish in the ......................................................... .
4 - Dan put a ...................................................... beside each table mat.
5 - A ...................................................... was serving trays of food on the plane.

Underline the correct words between brackets:

1 - The restaurant was full of flying ( guests - aeroplanes - chairs ).
2 - The pilots sat at their table and looked at their ( menus - stories - toys ).
3 - Jane had a ( pad - bed - bad ) and a pencil to take ( books - orders - pencils ) from other guests.
4 - Dan spilt ( cooking oil - orange juice - tea ) all over a lady's shoes.
5 - The guests were wearing a ( waiter's - school's - pilot's ) uniform.
Answer the following questions:

1 - How did Dan polish the glasses?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - What did the pilots make with their napkins?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - Why did the retired pilots meet at the restaurant?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

4 - Why do you think the pilots were happy when they saw the paper aeroplane?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

5 - Why was Mr. Grey angry?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Write true or false and correct the false one:

1 - All the pilots didn't speak at once.  
2 - Most of the pilots wanted burgers. 
3 - The woman did not see Dan, and she knocked the plates out of his hands. 
4 - The chef cleared up the mess. 
5 - Dan said they could have a free meal. 

Underline the correct words between brackets:

1 - Dan stood by the pilots' table with his pencil and (pad – phone – rubber).
2 - Everybody looked (bored – unhappy – happy) in the restaurant. They were all complaining.
3 - (Chef – Dad – Jane) heard the noise in his office.
4 - The sauce was dripping from the table onto the (bed – car – carpet).
5 - Dad said that they could have a free (meal – present – gift).

Complete the following sentences:

1 - When Dan went into the kitchen, he looked at his pad ........................................... .
2 - Dan picked up two plates of ........................... and ............................ .
3 - Everybody looked unhappy. They .......................................................... .
4 - Dan got some ............................... and ............................. each glass.
5 - All the pilots jumped up. They had sauce and spaghetti all
.............................................

Answer the following questions:

1 - Why did the glasses taste of polish?
________________________________________

2 - What happened when the woman jumped up suddenly?
________________________________________

3 - Were the pilots angry with Dan? Why?
________________________________________

4 - Why were the pilots pleased?
________________________________________

5 - 'Can I do some washing-up now?' Who said that? To whom? Why did Dad agree?
________________________________________
Chapter ( 5 )

Write true or false and correct the false one :

1 - There were piles of clean plates , dishes , cups and saucers in the kitchen .

2 - Dan gave a great , loud sneeze . ' ATISHOO!' 

3 - Dad heard the noise and came rushing into the restaurant .

4 - The dishes were broken because Dan was careless .

5 - Dan looked at his meal . It was spaghetti and meatballs .

Underline the correct words between brackets :

1 - Dan was in the ( restaurant - storeroom - kitchen ) to wash the dishes .

2 - Dan filled the ( plate - bottle - sink ) with hot water .

3 - The piles of dishes were very high . They did not look very ( safe - clean - dirty ) .

4 - Dan gave a great , loud ( cough - smile - sneeze ) . ' ATISHOO! '

5 - Dad told Dan to go back to his ( kitchen - office - room ) .

Complete the following sentences :

1 - Dan was ............................... . He did not use too much .............................. up liquid .

2 - Dan’s nose began to .............................. ."Oh , on !" ' I think I’m going to ..............................' . he said .

3 - The .............................. , .............................. , and .............................. crashed to the floor and smashed into pieces .
4 - .................. put her hands over her ears. The ...................... jumped up and down. ...................... closed his eyes. He did not want to ................................. .

5 - Dan said to the chef. "Can I help you ................................. ?".

Answer the following questions:

1 - Why did Dan stand on a box?
........................................................................................................................................

2 - What happened when Dan sneezed?
........................................................................................................................................

3 - What was Dan's meal at Dad's office? Why was he disappointed?
........................................................................................................................................

4 - 'Hold your nose!' Who said that? To whom? Why?
........................................................................................................................................

5 - Do you like Dan? Why? Why not?
........................................................................................................................................
Dialogues
Dialogues (1)

Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Ali : How are you Ramy ?

Ramy : ......................................................................................................................... .

Ali : What ............................................................................................................... ?

Ramy : I'm studying English now .

Ali : Do ......................................................................................................................... ?

Ramy : Yes, I always study hard ?

Ali : When ......................................................................................................................... ?

Ramy : I have Quizes every Sunday .

Dialogues (2)

Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Teacher : Good morning , Mona .

Mona : ......................................................................................................................... .

Teacher : What's your father's job .

Mona : He's a ..............................................................................................................

Teacher : Where ......................................................................................................... ?

Mona : In He lipolis .

Teacher : How .............................................................................................................. ?

Mona : He always goes to his hospital by car .
Dialogues (3)
Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Hatem: Excuse me. Does this road go to Ramses square?

Bassim: ................................................................................................................

Hatem: ................................................................................................................?

Bassim: No, it is not very far. It's about ten minutes walk.

Hatem: ................................................................................................................?

Bassim: There is no need to take a bus.

Dialogues (4)
Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Saleh: Hello, this is Saleh.

Nader: ................................................................................................................. .

Saleh: Where are you going tomorrow?

Nader: We are going on a picnic.

Saleh: Why don't you come with us?

Nader: ................................................................................................................ .

Saleh: I think you will like it.

Nader: ................................................................................................................ .
Dialogues (5)
Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Hazem: I am tired and bored I ........................................................ .

Saha: I am ................................................................. too .

Hazem: Where do you want to go ?

Saha: To ................................................................. of course .

Hazem: I don't like crowded beaches . ................................................... ?

Saha: That's a good idea .

Dialogues (6)
Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Shady: Hi Rana I am going to the cinema now ........................................... ?

Rana: It's a nice idea but , ................................................................. ?

Shady: We can go by bus .

Rana: lovely . When ................................................................. ?

Shady: at seven o'clock .

Rana: Which ................................................................. ?

Shady: of course . Adel Imam's new movie .
**Dialogues (7)**

Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Emma: Hi, Kate. How are you?

Kate: ......................................................................................................................

Emma: ......................................................................................................................?

Kate: I am going to the airport.

Emma: ......................................................................................................................?

Kate: My dad is travelling today.

Emma: ......................................................................................................................?

Kate: He is travelling to London.

Dialogues (8)

Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Sam: Do you like Sumo wrestling, Peter?

Peter: ......................................................................................................................

Sam: Where ...................................................................................................................

Peter: I always practise ..............................................................................................

Sam: ......................................................................................................................?

Peter: No, it isn't hard to play.

Sam: It seems an interesting sport.

Peter: ......................................................................................................................
Dialogues (9)
Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

William: Hi Alex. I’ve got two tickets for the cinema tonight

                          .................................................................

Alex: Hi, Yes, .................................................................

William: Great.

Alex: .................................................................?

William: It’s 2012 movie.

Alex: .................................................................?

William: It starts at eight o’clock.

Alex: Good I will be there on time.

*******************************

Dialogues (10)
Supply the missing parts in the dialogue:

Ann: Have you ever met a famous Person?

Ben: .................................................................

Ann: .................................................................?

Ben: I met Robin Williams.

Ann: Really .................................................................?

Ben: last June.

Ann: .................................................................?

Ben: He is really handsome.
Comprehension
Reading Comprehension

A famous writer lived with his wife, his two sons and a daughter. He often forgot about his food when he was busy. His wife used to put some food in a place where he was sure to see it. One night, after working very hard, he felt hungry. He saw eggs in a part and decided to cook one of them. He took the eggs in one hand, his watch in the other and went to the kitchen to cook the egg. Always thinking of his work and not of his food, he put his watch in the pan thinking it was the egg.

A - Answer the following questions:
1 - Where did the writer go to cook the food?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - Why did he put his watch in the pan?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:
3 - The writer has got .................................
   a – one child   b – two children   c – three children

4 - He did not think of his food when he was .......................... 
   a – busy    b – hungry   c – famous

5 - He found ............................... to at .
   a – one night   b – some eggs   c – a pan

C - Complete the following:
6 - The writer often forgot about .................................

7 - He used the pan to ..............................................

8 - His wife used to put some food in ..............................
Reading Comprehension

Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

There was once a foolish old man who had a bag full of gold. He dug a hole in the ground and put the bag of gold into it. Then he covered the hole with a big stone. He used to visit the hiding place nearly every day. He would take away the stone and put his fingers into the hole to touch the gold. Then he would feel very happy. One day he took the stone away and put his fingers into the hole, but he didn't find his gold. His treasure was stolen. The old man felt very angry and sad. His wife said to him "There is no reason for you to be sad. Your gold was useless to us. You still have the hole. You can visit it whenever you like. All you have to do is to imagine that your treasure is still there."

A - Answer the following questions:

1 - Where did the old man hide the bag of gold?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - How often did he visit the hiding place?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - What did the old man's wife tell him to do?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:

4 - The old man covered the hole with ......................................................
   a - a big wall                b - a big cover                c - a big stone

5 - His treasure was ..........................
   a - sold                     b - bought                   c - stolen

C - Complete the following:

1 - There was a .............................. old man.

2 - The old man felt very ............................... and ..............................
Reading Comprehension

Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

Hany was walking beside the Nile one day. It was early in the morning. Most of the people were still asleep. Suddenly he heard a cry for help. He turned round but he could not see any body. Again he heard someone in the river. He ran toward the water. He saw a small boy holding to a piece of wood and floating on the water but he couldn’t swim. Hany jumped into the water, swam very hard and saved the boy. The boy thanked Hany for saving him, but he could not tell how or why he was there, floating on the water of the river. He was too young. Hany carried the boy to the police station to return him to his parents.

A - Answer the following questions:

1 - Why did the small boy cry for help?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - What helped the boy to float on water?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - In your opinion. How did the young boy get into the water?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:

4 - Hany jumped into the water ..................................
   a - to catch fish    b - to save the boy    c - to talk the boy

5 - The policeman will try to ..........................
   a - Save the boy from drowning.
   b - find the boy’s parents.
   c - float on the water of the river.

6 - The boy cried for help.
   a - once    b - twice   c - three time.
Reading Comprehension

Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

The Statue of Liberty took nine years to build in Paris. The name of the man who designed it was Frederic Auguste Bartholdi, but Alexander Gustave Eiffel also helped to build it. The people of France gave the statue of liberty to the Americans as a gift in 1886. It stands on Liberty Island, New York welcomes millions of people to the city every year. The statue is of a woman wearing a crown and holding the torch of freedom (liberty) in one hand. It is about 92 metres high. There are twenty-five windows in the crown and visitors can climb up to the top. The outer part of the torch is made of gold. The people of America are very proud of their statue. Every year, thousands of visitors go to New York to take a closer look at this wonderful work of art.

A - Answer the following questions:
1 - How long did it take to build the statue of Liberty?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - How high is the statue?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - Describe the Statue.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:
4 - There are (thirty five - twenty two - twenty five) windows in the crown.
5 - Frederic (built - designed - invented) the statue.
6 - The outer part of the torch is made of (iron - silver - gold).
Reading Comprehension

In a faraway green island near the Atlantic ocean, there was an old man who lived alone in his little bamboo hut. The old man used to sail in his small boat to catch fish but he was always unlucky. One day a young boy aged eleven asked him to go fishing to get her, so the old man agreed at once. They sailed in the little boat. The sea was calm but dark blue and the sea birds were flying over their heads. The old man said, oh you my old blue friend, I grew old but I was a good fisherman when I was young. I think you’re kind enough to let a fish visit my net. Suddenly the boat moved ups and downs. They pulled the net and there was a big fish trapped in.

A - Answer the following questions:

1 - Why did the boat move ups and downs?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - How was the sea on that day?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:

3 - The old man was (a lucky fisherman – an unlucky fisherman – a bad fisherman) when he was young.

4 - The old man lived in (a hut – a house – an igloo).

5 - The young boy wanted to (take the boat – buy the boat – sail in the boat)
A long time ago, men hunted for their food they often killed wild animals, Birds or fish. They used rocks and sticks to kill them. later on, people began fighting each other. Everyone wanted more food and more land. Somebody invented the gun. soldiers were taught how to shoot and kill enemy soldiers. Many people were killed in wars. One day an officer became sad and he cried. His soldiers were fighting well and many men were killed. He turned to his men and said "My soldiers, I'm going to ask you a question. The one who gives the best answer will receive a medal." What is the strongest power in the world? one soldier said, "I think my gun is the strongest power. It can kill a person or an animal from a great distance." Another soldier said "A soldier is the stronger because he used the gun. A third soldier said, "I think the greatest power is love. If men had more love for each other they wouldn't use their guns. The officer was very happy to hear that opinion.

A - Answer the following questions:
1. What does the underlined word them refer to?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
2. If you were the leader which soldier would you give the medal to? Why?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:
3. Officers teach soldiers how to ( fight enemy soldiers - hunt for food - a hunt birds ).
4. A long time ago people used ( guns - their bodied - rocks and sticks ) to hunt for food.
5. People wouldn't use their guns, if they had more ( power - love - soldiers )
Dear father,

How nice to hear from you. I'm very pleased to sit at my computer while mom is also sitting beside me in order to write you this letter. I've passed my final exam and now I'm ready to join the first grade at a prep school. Mom and I send you words of love and thanking for all your efforts and advice that made my success easy. I'd like you to send me a camera and some books.

We're waiting for your soonest reply.

Your beloved son
Ahmed.

A - Answer the following questions:

1. Was Ahmed happy? Why?

2. What did Ahmed want?

B - Choose the correct answers:

3. Ahmed finished his (5th grade - 2nd grade - 6th grade) in a primary school.

4. To write a letter to his father, Ahmed (used a pen - used a pencil - used his computer).

5. Ahmed has (one brother - one sister - no brother or sister).
Reading Comprehension

Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

If you travel by air across the centre of Africa or south America, you fly over forests of thousands of kilometers. These great forests are like oceans of trees. They're full of different kinds of plants and animals. Nowadays the forests are getting smaller. We are cutting down the trees because we need more farm land. Some people say that there will not be any forests like these in 20 or 30 years. If we cut down our forests, a lot of plants and animals will disappear from the world. New farm land will soon be deserts. Crops will not grow there and weather will get very hot.

A - Answer the following questions:

1 - Were are the greatest forests found?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - What will happen if these great forests disappear?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:

3 - The great forests will disappear within ( a hundred year - thirsty years - a century ).

4 - People cut trees to provide us with ( wood - animals - forests ).

5 - If we cut down forests a lot of ( plants and animals - fish - people ) will disappear from the world.
Reading Comprehension
Read the following passage and answer the questions below:

The sky was clear, the moon was bright when captain France, the captain of a very fast ship was singing happily some passengers were having soft drinks and some were asleep in their cabins. A young man came and asked the captain. "When will we arrive in India?" The captain said they would arrive in India within 2 hours. Suddenly, black clouds gathered and a fearful wind blew so the ship started to sink. Soon radio signals were sent to the coast guards who came and rescued us.

A - Answer the following questions:
1 - What did the captain do to save the ship?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

2 - Who rescued the passengers?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

3 - What does the underlined world "We" refer to?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

B - Choose the correct answers:
4 - The writer was travelling to (France - USA - India).

5 - The captain was singing happily because the weather was (cloudy - stormy - fine).

6 - The sea suddenly became (calm - rough - soft) and the ship was about to sink.
composition
Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

naughty - man - shout
get out - boat
get on - look at
man - fall off
Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

- children – find – a black shoe
- boy – throw – dog
- dog – bring – white shoe
- surprised – man – angry

(2)
(3)

Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

windy - boys - sea

________________________

________________________

sail - oars - middle

________________________

________________________

take off - hang

________________________

________________________

arrive - safely

________________________

________________________
(4)

Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

a stick - ground                      collect - wood
----------------------------------    -------- ----------------------
----------------------------------    -------- ----------------------

make - fire                           preparing - food
----------------------------------    -------- ----------------------
----------------------------------    -------- ----------------------
(5)

Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

leaves - cover

man - sweeping

made - piles

wind - scatter
(6)

Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

bike - carelessly
----------------------------------
hit - lorry
----------------------------------
down - fainted
----------------------------------
driver - ambulance
Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

boys - thief  running after
----------------------------------  -------- ----------------------
caught  scene - film
----------------------------------  -------- ----------------------
Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

Hare – Tortoise
race – fast

sleep – run
won – sad
Write a sentence under each picture describing it:

windy – walking
----------------------------------

----------------------------------

wind – took
----------------------------------

----------------------------------

hat – hung
----------------------------------

----------------------------------
became – nest
----------------------------------

----------------------------------
Hand in Hand
Unit (1)

nouns:

3rd grade  
teacher  
classroom  
hall  
table  
wall  
bell  
pen  
pencil
book       notebook       bag
flag       desk       jacket
hands       eyes       ears
verbs:
read       write       jump
run

eat

drink

sleep

colours:
pink blue red green yellow
brown white black

numbers:
1 2 3 4
one two three four
nouns:

- tomato
- cheese
- chicken
- butter
- beans
- jam
- sugar
- head
- legs
- knees
verbs:

- hungry
- see

Colour:

Orange
Unit (3)

nouns:

- zebra
- tiger
- sheep
- farm
- home
- sea
- ship
- olive tree
- the pyramids
- the High Dam
nouns:

- seed
- soil
- cotton
- lentils
- flowers
- sunflower
- fruit
- vegetables
- watermelon
potato

sweet potato

school

water

verb:

to watch

to water
nouns:

- giraffe
- animals
- sky
- friend
- wood

Verb:

- fly
adjective:

- beautiful
- happy
- long

Verb:

to mix

Unit (6)
Dictation

1 - Look at this picture. These are my parents. This is my aunt Mona and uncle Ahmed. This is my niece Lula and Lami my nephew.

2 - Mr Finlay is the editor of the school magazine. He's really nice. He's very friendly and helpful.

3 - Hi! I'm Kamal. I get up at 6:30 every morning. I usually go to school on my rollerblades.

4 - Jack Michaels is my favourite player. Look at him! He can jump like a kangaroo!

5 - A visit to camp McCullen is an excellent way to spend your summer. Campers usually get up early to start their day.

6 - Burns Night is a Scottish celebration. We celebrate Robert Burns' birthday, the famous Scottish poet.

7 - Oscar is wearing a kilt. The men always wear their kilts on Burns Night.

8 - A visit to the Indian Summer Festival is a great day out for all the family. You should come along and see for yourself!

9 - Robert Louis is a Scottish writer. He was born in 1850. He left behind his wonderful stories for us to remember him by!

10 - I broke my leg two weeks ago when I fell off my bike. This happened two days before my birthday and I was in hospital.